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Sarabeth Rosselle tapped her pencil on the pad she’d been writing on. “Do try to

pay attention, Joshua! You came to me because you lack self-esteem, correct?”

I nodded, trying to focus my attention anywhere but on her impressive cleavage.

“Well, after twelve of these sessions, I can safely say that I know you as well as

anybody does. And this, I assure you, is the only way you’re ever likely to get

better.” She studied me for some sign, perhaps, that I had resigned myself to my

fate. “If it’s the expense you’re worried about, you can relax—it’s been covered. I

cleared my proposed therapy with your parents this morning and they’ve agreed to

underwrite the full cost of your feminization, and any subsequent activities.”

The blood drained from my face. “You told my parents—” I experienced a brief

moment of sheer terror. “—you want to turn me into a girl?”

She shook her head. “Not a girl, Joshua—a woman. Look at me,” she said. “What

do you see?” She didn’t wait for an answer. “You see a modern woman, confident

in her mind, her body—even her sexuality. In other words, everything you are

not.” She sat back. “I can hold my own in any social situation. I can converse with

anyone on a wide variety of topics. I can stand up in a room full of strangers and

speak my mind—all without turning into a sweaty, red-faced mess. You came to

me because you want to be able to do these things as well, correct?”

Again, I nodded. For twelve sessions she’d been one step ahead of me.

“I know what you’re thinking.” She leveled her pencil at me. “Why do I have to

dress up like a woman in order to feel more confident? It’s simple. The way I look

is a big part of my confidence. I know I’m attractive, as females go, because I see

it every day in my vanity mirror. When I speak with other people, I know for a fact

they see it as well. And knowing that gives me confidence.”

I sighed. “Okay, I get that. But—can’t guys be confident too?”

“Of course they can. Smart men, handsome men, physically strong men… Some

men who aren’t any of those things have healthy self-esteem because of the sheer

strength of their personality. An ego like that, of course, can be a good thing or a

bad thing.” She waved her hands. “What I’m getting at here is this: you aren’t

particularly smart, handsome or strong; nor do you have a strong psyche. I don’t

think there’s a makeover studio on Earth that could make you pass for what

society considers a ‘real man’. But given your stature, your noticeable lack of

muscle mass and your demure personality, there is an excellent chance you could

become a very striking woman. Rather like myself, I fancy.”
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That seemed to settle the issue. Spineless wuss that I am, I agreed to let the good

doctor transform me into a reasonable facsimile of a woman slightly older than

me. I mean, she’s the expert in matters psychological, so who am I to deep-six the

only treatment that might turn me into a normal person?

A few days later, my friend Abigail agreed to drive me to the feminization clinic,

which was clear across town. She and I have been BFFs since we were little kids.

She doesn’t come anywhere near the feminine ideal, with short hair and a figure

that lacks bumps, but she’s smart as a whip and has lots of friends because she’s

got this glow of confidence about her. Plus she’s really nice.

“Seriously, Josh. I can’t believe you’re gonna let them turn you into a girl.”

I shook my head. “Not a girl, Abby. A woman. Doctor Rosselle says I have to

unlearn a lot of bad habits in terms of how I view myself—both physically and

mentally. The best way to do that is to flip the switch and become somebody else

for a few days—or however long it takes. The clinic will alter my appearance to

make me look female, which will make it easier for me to think like one too.”

She grimaced. “Didn’t you tell me she hypnotized you as well?”

I waved off her concern. “Sure, for a little while. That was just to help me relax, so

I wouldn’t get too nervous about the procedure. It worked too. I’m really looking

forward to wearing a dress and all that stuff. Should be fun!”

Abby just shook her head.

*

“No, Josh, I do not want to come inside and watch a bunch of makeup-crazy girls

turn you into a woman.” Abby rolled her eyes, as if she could not imagine a worse

or more boring fate. “Four hours, right? That’s what they told you?” She reached

over and yanked the passenger door shut. Through the open window she added,

“There’s a Sweaty Betty not far from here, and also a secondhand bookstore I’ve

been wanting to check out. Should be about right. Catch you later!” Her car pulled

into traffic and was gone.

I stared up at the sign mounted above the nearest doorway: The Body in Beauty.

Home of ‘balls to the wall feminization’, according to their website. With a lot

less hesitation than I would have imagined, I went inside.

The girl at the front desk was very blonde and very pretty. She smiled as I stepped

into view. “Right on time. You must be Joshua.” Dumbly, I nodded, and my

stomach tried to twist itself into knots. “I’m Annabelle,” she said, rising. “Follow

me, please. No time like right now to begin your transformation.”
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Annabelle led me to a shockingly pink room that looked to be part change room

and part bathroom. Next to a padded bench that faced a trio of angled mirrors was

a free-standing shower stall with transparent walls, a wide counter with a chrome

sink, and a pink toilet tucked into one corner. Spaced about the room were vases

filled with cut flowers: white, yellow and pink. “Pile your clothes here,” she said,

tapping a wicker stand near the door. “Then spread this stuff over your face and

private bits, and this other stuff everywhere else.” She handed me two large tubes

of hair removal cream. “Whatever you do, don’t get ‘em mixed up.” She grinned,

as though it would be the funniest thing ever if I did. “Follow the instructions on

the label. Then shower up and gimme a shout when you’re clean and dry.”

I read the fine print on the tubes. Seemed simple enough. Twenty minutes and one

very serious shower later I was clean, dry and hairless from the nose down.

Annabelle was impressed. “Usually we have to send you guys back for a another

go-around, ‘cause something got missed—usually quite a bit—but you did a great

job.” Gently, she pried my hands away from my groin. “Nothing I haven’t seen

before,” she said, not unkindly. “I trained as a nurse.” She inspected the area and

pronounced herself satisfied. “You’re ready for stage two.”

Another woman arrived with a box full of body parts, from which emerged a pair

of mid-size but highly lifelike breasts. “This is Robin,” Annabelle said. “She’s in

charge of turning you into one of us females.”

Robin laughed as she held up a patch of what looked like skin, featuring a fleshy

slit of the sort one might see in an adult film. “The job has its rewards,” she said.

“As a lesbian, I like magicking an icky male thingie into one of these beauties.”

My lips sucked in. “Uh, yeah… I can see how that’d be fun.”

“You have no idea.” She sat me on the edge of the bench and spread my legs. Her

thick brown ponytail bounced as she inserted my entirely-average manhood into a

latex sleeve in back of the prosthetic vulva.

“Trust me,” Annabelle said, “not having to worry about your ‘size’ down there is

a boost to one’s ego right off the bat—and that’s before all the other stuff we’re

gonna do.” She must’ve noticed my surprise and unspoken ‘you?’ because she

shrugged and pretended to zip her lip.

Robin locked eyes with me as she guided—then stuffed—my ‘nads into a pair of

cavities in my pubic bone. She smiled grimly. “Good… now hold it in place. Be

firm.” She placed my hands on my feminine mound, then smoothed out the edges.

“Don’t worry about the seams,” she added, as she picked up the breast forms. “We

have a cool way of removing them.”

Annabelle smirked. “Guys love the Chamber of Mist.” She didn’t elaborate.
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I lay down on the bench. Robin coated the flesh-like teardrops with the same glue

she’d used between my legs, then pressed them into place on my chest. There I lay

for nearly ten minutes, nobody saying a word, while the adhesive did its thing and

fastened these bits of the female anatomy to my barely-male body.

“One more thing,” Robin said, after she let me up. I was handed a skin-like elastic

band that looked too small to fit around my waist. “It’s stretchy,” she assured me.

“Work it up over your hips and I’ll help you get it in place.”

The thing was tight. I barely managed to scrunch it past my thighs, and I wasn’t

breathing too easy when it put the big squeeze on my tummy.

“It’s got just enough boning,” Robin said, “to keep it flat.” She put her back into

shifting the garment an inch or two to the left. Curiously, it also came equipped

with its own bellybutton. With that centered, and my now-feminine figure flaring

impressively from waist to hips, she declared herself satisfied.

“How long do I hafta wear this thing?” I wheezed, struggling to get enough air.

Annabelle took my arm. “That’s between you and your therapist. All we have to

worry about now is turning you into a woman. C’mon, let’s get your skin on.”

My skin? I already had a nice healthy layer of skin that I was quite happy with.

However, a new layer seemed to be a required part of my transformation.

Next to the change room was a stainless steel chamber that resembled a jumbo-

size shower stall, connected to a rack of torpedo-like metal cylinders. It looked

ominous as hell. Annabelle told me to step inside, then provided me with what she

called ‘protection’: a shower cap tight to my hairline, a pair of narrow goggles that

barely covered my eyes (adhering by suction), a narrow length of tape for each

eyebrow, and a mouth guard resembling a small diving rebreather. “This will take

awhile,” she said. “There’s a chemical mist to condition and soften your skin,

followed by a spray-on layer of artificial skin, more mist, and then a bake-in phase

with heat lamps. You’ve got enough room to move around and I encourage you to

do exactly that: lift your arms, twist, bend over, do a few squats—just keep

moving. That’s what keeps the dermal laminate supple and lifelike.”

Come to think, Dr. Rosselle had mentioned something along these lines—that my

feminization would involve a whole new look, from the skin out, and it was

critical that I embrace the changes. Maybe it was a post-hypnotic suggestion at

work, but I couldn’t think of a single reason not to go along with it. Whatever my

own reservations, the good people at The Body in Beauty seemed to know what

they were doing. So I nodded and steeled myself for what was to come.

Annabelle closed the door. A moment later the chamber began to fill with a heavy,

and very warm, pink mist. Slowly, I began to move around.
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Time passed in the chamber. How much, I have no idea. Less than half an hour,

according to Annabelle, but it seemed longer. She removed my protective gear,

then pointed to a wall mirror; in a salon, there’s always one handy. “Welcome to

the club,” she said. “You’re a woman.”

God, it was true! The image reflected back at me was nothing if not female. From

the breasts bouncing gently on my chest, to a waspish waist, to the womanly curve

of my hips, my figure was something most women would envy. I ran my hands

down my sides. From the outside it certainly felt like skin, although from the

inside sensation was muted, and entirely absent where the prosthetics were

thicker. Notably, the seams had vanished, papered over by a layer of synthetic

skin, and the hairless cameltoe between my legs looked an awful lot like the real

thing. Not that I was well acquainted with any real vaginas, but even so.

Eyes wide, I looked at Annabelle. She smiled. “Not to worry, your ‘little man’ is

alive and well in there.” To prove her point she gave my crevasse a quick rub. My

groin twitched. “See what I mean? The tip is right there. You’re a ‘sitter’ now, of

course. All ya have to do is tilt downward and let ‘er rip. And yes,” she added with

a sly glance, “it’s perfectly functional.”

We returned to the change room, where clothing awaited. Robin strapped me into

a C-cup full-support bra. “Check you out, girl,” she said. “Smooth skin, flawless

complexion, killer figure, legs to die for… I’ll bet you feel better about yourself

already, huh?”

“I guess so…” At that point, I wasn’t sure what to think.

“It breathes too,” Robin murmured, running her hands down my arms. “Your new

skin—just like the real thing. This time tomorrow, you’ll think it’s you.”

My skin might be breathing just fine, but I wasn’t. With a light head, I stepped

into a pair of pink panties that matched the bra, then donned an electric-blue silk

kimono that barely hid my thighs. My body had been transformed, of that there

could be no doubt. But there was still the small matter of the male head that sat

atop it, flawless complexion notwithstanding.

Annabelle led me out to the big room where the styling stations were located. At

the threshold, I hesitated. Four of the six chairs were occupied, with stylists busily

subjecting their clients to a variety of cosmetic procedures: makeup application,

nail extensions, hair styling and so forth. Annabelle took my hand. “It’s all right,

Jessica. Nobody here but us girls. Not all of us female by birth, of course, but

we’ve all heard the siren call of feminine beauty.”

Jessica? I allowed her to seat me in an empty chair. A memory trickled back of Dr.

Rosselle calling me by that name, perhaps during hypnosis. Was it she who had
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christened me? Or had I chosen that name myself, based on the part of me that had

always been female? Either way, it seemed to fit, like a favorite shoe.

Annabelle introduced my stylist. “This is Bethany. She’s in charge of giving you

the kind of crowning glory you need to feel good about yourself.”

The perky brunette smiled. “Nice to meet. Don’t worry, I’ve done this before,

plenty of times. You’re in good hands.” Curiously, her own hairdo was quite short,

a pixie style that barely touched the tips of her ears. Still, she seemed to know her

stuff. Bethany droned on about how lucky I was to be getting the best extensions

my parents’ money could buy, the advantages of Micro-Links over ‘hot fusion’—

although both were semi-permanent—and exactly how long and ‘voluminous’ my

hair would be when she was done.

My attention was drawn by that one word: permanent. Semi or not, the hairdo I

was about to receive was likely to be mine to keep, for quite awhile. At first, Dr.

Rosselle had suggested a few days as a woman might be enough to boost my self-

esteem, but everything that had been done to me so far suggested a few weeks

might be more accurate—if not longer. And yet my parents had gone along with

the plan. Were they that desperate to boost my ego?

In spite of the muddle my mind was in, I began to relax. The air was warm, the

chair was soft, and New Age music permeated the air. I didn’t fall asleep, but

zoning out is the next best thing. I returned to full awareness when Bethany rolled

a set of wide curlers into my hair. “You’re getting waves,” she said.

Fifteen minutes under a hair dryer, followed by a careful brushing and lots of hair-

spray, and I had waves to spare. Frankly, I was blown away. Thick brunette tresses

tumbled in long waves and loose curls over my shoulders, onto my chest. Any

woman would be proud to possess such hair, and now that woman was me.

Bethany turned me over to the lead beautician, Mariko. “It is my sworn duty,” she

explained, “to bring out the inner beauty that is inherent in any face, whether male

or female.” She studied my face from various angles, while Bethany did her best

to pin back my bouncy locks. “It shouldn’t be too difficult,” Mariko said, turning

to the cart she’d placed next to me, which was packed with an impressive array of

cosmetic products. “You have excellent bone structure, highly symmetrical. I’ll

bet you take after your mother.” She manifested a sly smile, as though asking the

question presupposed the answer.

With my skin already prepped, thanks to the Chamber of Mist, she went straight to

work with foundation—no concealer necessary—and the color-contrast trio of

highlighter, blusher and bronzer. With a skill borne of endless practice Mariko

adjusted the shape of my face, bringing added emphasis to my eyes and cheeks,

while shrinking my nose and jawline. It bordered on magic.
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While waiting for the powder to set, with Mariko organizing my ‘deep autumn’

color palette, I noticed a blonde head of hair studying me in the mirror. Annabelle

looked amused. “If I didn’t know better,” she said, “I’d think you were born and

bred one of us ladies.” She fingered my pinned-back hair. “This might just be our

all-time best feminization. How’s it feel?”

I had to think about it. “It’s weird. You’d think it might bother me, being turned

into a woman and all, yet it doesn’t. Maybe it’s the hypnosis talking, but I actually

feel pretty comfortable. Like this was meant to be.”

“Tell me about it. Sarabeth sends quite a few of her patients to us.”

“Really? I’d never heard of this therapy before. I figured it was just me.”

She laughed. “Oh no. You’d be surprised how many men have unhealthy egos.

There’s lots of talk these days about how difficult it can be for a woman in a man’s

world, and that’s certainly true—don’t I know it—but for men it’s difficult in a

different way. It’s the guys who don’t quite measure up size-wise—I’m talking

about height and weight here—or who lack the drive to succeed. There’s nothing

wrong with being laid-back, of course, but for the guys who lack confidence to go

against the grain…” She shrugged. “Sometimes it’s better to switch teams instead

of trying to swim against the tide. I’m mixing metaphors, but you get the idea.”

Switching teams—is that what I was doing? No more trying to act all tough and

manly, just to impress other guys? Not that I was ever any good at it, obviously, or

I wouldn’t be sitting in a beauty parlor being turned into a woman. I stared at my

doppelgänger in the mirror while Mariko set to work expertly lining my eyes and

mouth. I had to admit, the idea had a certain appeal. For at least the next few

days—or weeks—I could just relax and enjoy being pretty. What could possibly

be wrong with that?

Mariko moved on to eye shadow, subtly enhancing the intensity of my gaze, then

mascara, and finally lipstick and lip gloss. Once again I found myself astonished

at the effect cosmetics can have on the female face. Somehow, some way Mariko

had turned me into the sort of woman I never would have dared approach as a

man—and the thought of the female me giving the old me the cold shoulder… it

made me smile. It really is better to give than receive.

Robin wandered over. “Hey, Mari—ya think Jessica likes her new look?”

“She better,” Mariko said. “This is some of my best work.”

She pulled up a stool, sat down and began working on my left hand: pushing back

the cuticles, buffing the surface, gluing on almond-tip extensions, and applying

nail polish to match my lipstick. Robin did the same to my right hand. Then they

moved on to trimming and painting my toenails. No stone left unturned.
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When they were done I rose from the chair, female in all but biological fact.

Annabelle hustled over to take charge. “Let’s get you dressed, hun. You’re almost

ready to get out there and kick butt as a woman.”

That gave me pause. I was expected to march out the front door of the salon, as a

woman, and then live the coming days—or weeks, or months—as though I’d been

born a member of the fair sex. Was I up for that kind of challenge? I’d barely been

scraping by as a man; wouldn’t the demands on an attractive woman be that much

greater? Could I really just relax and be pretty?

Back in the change room, Annabelle handed me a forest green sheath with long

sleeves and a scoop neck. The hem of the skirt didn’t quite reach my knees.

“Brand new,” she said. “Your mother picked it out.”

My mother? My mind reeled at the thought of Mom setting out to buy me a dress,

of all things. “I guess that explains the neckline.” My mother would not want her

new daughter to be flashing cleavage all over town.

Annabelle laughed. “I hear ya. Mothers always want their girls to be proper young

ladies. Nevertheless, it’s a lovely dress. She has good taste.”

The dress was satin-lined, so no slip was needed. I stepped through the back, slid

my arms inside and willed my body to accept its fate. Annabelle lifted my hair and

drew the zipper closed. A self-belt cinched the dress below my bust.

Robin whistled her appreciation. “Girl, you are gorgeous!” She glanced over at

the blonde. “Whaddya say, Annie? Think we’ve been duped? Maybe Jessica here

was female from the get-go.”

Annabelle shrugged. “We both saw her naked. Looked pretty darn real to me.”

Robin grinned. “Sure, but it didn’t actually do anything.”

“Don’t mind her,” Annabelle said. “Weird sense of humor, that one.” She took me

aside. “A couple more things, then you’re on your way.” She popped out the tiny

gold studs I’d been wearing—my one nod towards being cool—and pinned to my

earlobes a pair of silver chandelier earrings. “Another gift from your mom,” she

said. “They’re fabulous. I think she really does care, you know. About the girl

version of you, I mean.”

To complete the outfit, she directed me to a pair of black-velvet pumps: pointed

toes with a narrow three-and-a-half inch heel. They felt surprisingly comfortable,

like they’d already been broken in. “Let me guess,” I said. “These also came from

my mother, didn’t they?”

Annabelle looked solemn. “Nothing wrong with that, is there? I met the lady when

she popped in to drop the items off. You’re an awful lot like her… now.”
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Four hours almost to the minute after entering The Body in Beauty I stood on the

sidewalk, purse in hand. My wallet, phone and keys were nestled inside the black

handbag, but that was all that remained of my former self. To the world I was a

woman, and I resolved to leave no doubt of that in anybody’s mind. Even my

voice had subtly changed, following my transformation. It had never been terribly

deep, but my own expectations now led to a softer tone and a feminine speech

pattern. Maybe that was Dr. Rosselle’s doing as well.

Abby’s car pulled up to the curb, and I hurried over. She nearly straight-armed me

when I opened the door. “Not so fast, lady! This ain’t no Uber.”

“I’d be shocked if it was.” I slipped past her outstretched hand into the passenger

seat. “Weren’t you telling me on the way over that you wouldn’t be caught dead

driving a taxi?”

Her jaw dropped. “No fucking way! … Josh, is that you?”

“It’s Jessica.” I closed the door, settled my purse on my lap and belted myself in.

“Better get moving. You’re in a taxi-only zone.” I flashed an impish smile.

Shaking her head, Abby put her aged Volvo in gear and weaved back into traffic.

“Good god, what did they do to you in there?”

I shrugged. “Dunno. It’s all a bit muddled, like one of those dreams where a bunch

of weird stuff happens and it all runs together in your mind.” I watched the city

slide by, building by building. “The usual feminization stuff, I guess.”

“The usual femin—?” She threw me a despairing glance. “Listen to yourself,

dude. There’s nothing ‘usual’ about turning a guy into a pretty girl.”

My lashes fluttered. “Really? You think I’m pretty?”

“Are you nuts? Josh, you’re freaking gorgeous!”

Frowning: “I told you: it’s Jessica. Until further notice.”

“What’s that supposed to mean? How long are you gonna be doing this?”

Another shrug. “I’m not sure. A few days… a few weeks… maybe longer?” My

voice trailed off. “It’s all up in the air. I’ll talk to the doc about it.”

She sighed. “Beauty fades, you know. Nobody’s prettyful forever.”

*

“I think she’s just jealous.” I was perched on a chair Dr. Rosselle’s office, hands

clasped in my lap, dressed in a modest white blouse and a skirt above the knee.

“It’s obvious, isn’t it? They turned me into a better-looking girl than Abby. Sure,

she’s smart and she’s really sweet, but most women want to look like me.”
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Sarabeth evinced a tight smile. “I’ll say this: the therapy I prescribed seems to be

working. It would appear that your self-esteem has improved by leaps and bounds.

However, you do come across as somewhat less than humble.”

I felt myself blush. “What can I say? I like the way I look. I sure couldn’t say that

when I was a guy. The last few weeks have been amazing.”

“So I gather.” She leveled a pencil at me. “It looks like you’re doing your own

makeup now, is that correct? It’s lovely, by the way.”

“Thanks. I did go back to Mariko for lessons, twice, but otherwise this is all me.

I’ve been practicing. I can style my own hair too.”

“Mm-hmm. Have you seen Abigail since she drove you home? It sounds like the

two of you didn’t quite see eye to eye about this change.”

“Not since I started dating her brother. Derrick knows who I am and he’s cool with

it, but Abby thinks the whole thing’s weird.” I sighed. “The funny thing is she’s a

big old lefty. If Derrick and I were gay she’d be fine with it. But if he’s straight

and I’m just ‘pretending’ to be a girl, then something’s wrong. Go figure.”

“I suspect she’ll come around. Changes like this take getting used to.” She studied

me for a long moment. “But you aren’t just pretending, are you? You mentioned

that you ‘used to be a guy’, and now you’re dating a man. It would seem that you

now see yourself as a woman. Is that true?”

More blushing. “I guess so. It, uh… kinda hit home last Saturday when, uhm…

Derrick and I made love. It was my first time, you see, and—” I developed a

sudden interest in staring at my stocking-clad legs. “I was the female. Up here,” I

indicated my mouth, “and down there.” I waved in the general direction of my

rump. “He was inside me—and I thought to myself, ‘This really isn’t something

guys do.’ Gay men do it, I know that, but I’m not gay and neither is Derrick. So I

figured, ‘What’s left?’ I must be a woman.”

“Uh-huh. Well, you certainly look and sound the part. Your voice is a perfect

contralto, I’d say, and your speech inflexions are quite feminine as well.”

“Annabelle gave me some pointers, but mostly it’s just been listening to the way

women speak. I’m what you’d call a motivated listener.”

“Of course you are. You might recall that I spoke to your mother several times,

regarding this therapy, and I have to say: you sound a great deal like her. Would it

be safe to assume you’ve been listening to her as well?”

I smiled. “Oh yes. I visited them at home a few days after—well, this.” I waved

toward my feminized body. “It’s weird, but the way they treated me, it was like I’d

been their daughter all along.”
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Sarabeth held up her hand. “My doing, I’m afraid. I told your mother any sort of

confrontation could be damaging. Better to simply take the changes in stride.”

“Well, they sure did that. My dad treated me like his little girl. By the time I left,

I was half-convinced it was true.” Nervously, I smoothed out my skirt. “Mom and

I had lunch a couple times after that, and yeah—I found myself studying her, even

emulating the way she spoke, the way she moved. Everything about her is familiar

from when I was growing up, and now I’m doing it too.”

She smiled. “You’ve always taken after your mother; that much is obvious. Now

that you’re the same gender, you’re subconsciously conforming your behavior to

hers as well. Under the circumstances, I’d say that’s pretty normal.”

“Normal? Never thought I’d hear you say that about me.” We shared a brief laugh.

Then I got down to business. “Here’s the thing, doc… I’m at the point where I’m

thinking about making this change permanent. You know what I mean?”

“Ah. You’d like to transition? I can’t say I’m surprised, given how well you’ve

adapted to this therapy. A number of my clients have done the same thing.” She

leaned forward. “I am prepared to sign the necessary papers.”

I nodded. “I appreciate that. But, well… that’s not going to be enough.” I paused,

then caught her eye. “The problem is, I still remember being a guy. I’m not talking

about childhood memories and knowing all the stuff that happened to me. I’m fine

with that. What I mean is that I know exactly what it’s like to be male.” My fingers

twisted together in my lap. “You know what I mean? I was male, and in certain

ways I still am. But I don’t want to be.”

Sarabeth spread her hands. “I’m not sure what you expect me to do. Once you get

the surgery, over time you’ll come to—”

“That’s not good enough. What I want you to do is hypnotize me again. Only this

time, you make good and sure I come out of it believing that I’ve always been a

girl—on the inside, I mean. I don’t want to remember ever thinking I was a boy.”

She shook her head. “That’s far too invasive. It’s unethical, for a start. You may

think otherwise, but the hypnosis I gave you before was just a simple suggestion

to accept the cross-dressing therapy and do your best to make it work for you.”

I rolled my eyes. “Mission accomplished, right? I ‘accepted’ the hell out of it.”

“Yes, well… you just happen to be highly suggestible.”

“So much the better. All you have to do now is ‘suggest’ that I’ve been a girl from

the moment I was born.”

She stiffened. “I’m sorry, Joshua. I can’t do that. I could lose my license to

practice. I’m on thin ice with the Board of Certification as it is.”
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I clucked my tongue. “I’m sorry to hear that. I really am.” I got up and went to the

door. She probably thought I was walking out, but I had other plans. I opened the

door and Abby strolled through—weapon in hand. A taser.

Sarabeth half-rose from her chair. “What’s going on here?”

I told her to sit down. “I lied,” I said, as Abby shut the door. “She has no problem

with me dating her brother. Couldn’t be happier. We’re going to be sisters.”

Abby grinned. “I’m a ‘big old lefty’. If a man wants to become a woman, I’m cool

with that. And vice versa, of course. The more, the merrier.”

I returned to the couch. “So now we’re gonna do the hypnosis thing, all right? And

I expect to come out of this believing I’m a woman. Not just thinking that I’d like

to be a real girl one of these days, but knowing that I am one.”

Sarabeth looked worried. “I’m not sure I can guarantee that level—”

“Abby will know if you did your best. That’s what counts.”

My BFF held up the taser, admiring it from both sides. “Everything in your power,

ma’am, and hopefully I won’t have to use this. I hear they hurt.”

No stone left unturned.

*

When I awoke, Dr. Rosselle was tied to her chair and gagged. “Figured we’d need

time for a getaway,” Abby said, stroking my hair. “How do you feel?”

I gave it some thought. “I remember doing everything… But now it all just seems

so silly. I mean, I’ve always known I was a girl, even if I couldn’t admit it to

anybody—least of all myself.” I sat up and glanced at Sarabeth. “I’m sorry to put

you to all this trouble, doctor. Guess it was a big waste of time.” Then, to Abby,

“We don’t really need to keep her tied up, do we?”

“Let’s get rid of the evidence first.” She eyed the taser with distaste. “We can call

somebody to stop by later. Anonymously, of course.” She giggled. “She can tell

the cops whatever. Nobody’s ever gonna believe a story like that!”

I stood up, straightened my skirt and finger-combed my hair. “I’ll get my family

doctor to recommend me for SRS,” I told Sarabeth. “It’s not like he or anyone else

can deny I was meant to be female. But seriously, thank you for everything you’ve

done. Listening to poor little Joshua winge on about having to be a boy must’ve

been a real bore. It certainly was for me.”

Abby and I headed for the door. At the threshold, I paused and looked back at the

psychiatrist. “You know what? Now that I think about it, your therapy really did
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work—I totally feel better about myself! Funny, isn’t it? All it took was for you to

give me an excuse to put on a dress and wear makeup. Toodles!”  


